
 
Errors In Thinking:  Definitions and Examples 

 
1. Zero State:  Believing you are worthless.  “I am nothing.  I am toxic, I don’t 

deserve to be loved, I am wounded past repair, even God can’t save me.” 
 

2.     Avoidance:  To stay clear of; shun. To keep from happening.  “I don’t want to feel the pain; this 
is too hard to deal with.  I don’t have the time to think about this now.” 
 

3.     Social Isolation:  To stand apart or cut oneself off from others.  “I am not worthy of being with 
anyone, nobody understands me.  I want to be in my world of fantasy.” 
 

4.      Powerlessness: Lacking strength or power; helpless and totally ineffectual. “I can’t control my 
addiction, nobody can help me.” 

 
5. Victim Stance:  Believing that you are the victim, the one being hurt.  “Nobody 

understands me, I don’t deserve what’s happening to me.” 
 

6.       Blaming: To find fault with; to find someone else responsible.  “My wife doesn’t give me sex. 
My parents / childhood / brain chemistry messed me up.  My work stress is overwhelming. 
 

7.      Personalization: Holding  yourself personally responsible for an event or circumstance that 
isn’t within your control.  “This is all my fault.” 
 

8.      Projecting:  Seeing what we hate in ourselves but we do not want to accept the fact that we 
see this in ourselves.  “He is out of control with his addiction; I can’t believe he has that behavior.” 

 
9. Denial:  Protecting oneself from unpleasant aspects of life by refusing to 

perceive, acknowledge, or face them.  “This is harmless.  I don’t really have a 
problem.  You are making a big deal out of nothing.”     

  
10.        Minimization: Trying to make something seem less serious than it is. “I am still faithful to my 

church calling.  Other people have worse problems than me.  This could have been a lot worse.” 
 

11.       Compartmentalizing: To separate into distinct ways of thinking.  Taking sexual addiction and 
keeping it as a separate life.  “I am a good provider, I am a good family man, I do what is right.” 

       
12.        Image:  The public’s perception of something or someone.  “Nobody can find out about what I 

do because I have my image to maintain; I have to keep up the image of who people think I am.” 
 

13.        Lying by Omission:  Not telling the entire truth.  Not volunteering information that would be 
pertinent to the situation because it would incriminate oneself.  Only admitting to what you are 
specifically asked.  “You didn’t ask me that, I am protecting you by not telling you the whole truth.” 
 

 14. Rationalizing:  To devise self-satisfying but incorrect explanations for one’s 
behavior.  “It’s just a stress release.  I have my needs.” 
 



15.      Overgeneralization: Viewing a specific circumstance as a permanent negative pattern.  “Since 
I look at pornography, I am a bad person.  This is a problem that I will never be able to overcome.” 
   
16.      Black & White Thinking:  An all-or-nothing way of thinking.  “Anything less than perfect 
means failure. I relapsed once so I might as well continue my addictive patterns.” 
 
17.      Excuse Making:  Making excuses for inappropriate behavior.  “I’m stressed because of my 
job.  This is the way I was raised.  I’m a guy.” 
 
18.      Procrastination:  To put off doing something; to postpone or delay needlessly. “I just don’t feel   
strong enough to handle this today; I’ll deal with this tomorrow.  I have too much stress right now so I 
will wait until things are better.” 
 
19. Grandiosity:  Feeling that you are above others.  “I don’t need any help, I can 
always stop whenever I want. I am invincible. My word is law." 
 
20.      Uniqueness:  Feeling that you are on a different level than others.   “My situation is totally 
different from other people. I am not like all of those addicted guys who need help.” 
 
21.      Super-Optimism:  A tendency to expect the best possible outcome or to dwell on the most 
hopeful aspects of a situation.  “I could stop right now if I wanted to; My addiction makes me special. ” 
 
22.      Drama/Excitement:  Expecting a highly interesting/entertaining life.  “My life is boring and I 
need something to be excited about.  The only way to get the ‘high’ I need is through pornography.”   
 
23.      Entitlement: To feel you have a right to something.  “I have done well for so long, I deserve to 
be rewarded.  I deserve to have sex with my wife whenever I want.  If I don’t get sex from my wife, I 
deserve to get my needs met.” 
 
24. Objectifying:  To think of someone as an object; depersonalization.  “Her body 
is an object for my use and enjoyment.  Feelings have nothing to do with this.” 
 
25.      Power Thrusting:  Exerting strength or force.  Exercising extreme control over others.  
Imposing one’s will on somebody else.  “The way I see it, is the way it is.  I am right and you’re wrong.” 
 
26.      Making Fools Of:  Embarrassing or demeaning others.  Trying to make other people think 
there is something wrong with them.  “If you have a problem with what I do, there is something wrong 
with you.  You are a cold fish, you are frigid.” 
 
27.      Invalidation:  Telling others their perceptions and feelings aren’t important or real. “Your 
feelings, needs and perceptions don’t matter.  You are making a big deal out of nothing.  I don’t know 
why you get so emotional about this.” 
 
28.      Fantasy:  An imagined event or sequence of mental images used to fulfill a wish or a 
perceived psychological need. “The image in the screen wants me.  Many women want me.  This is 
happening and this is real.”         


